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ChargeLogic® Payments’ approach to easy, secure, and reliable electronic 
payment processing helps you stay focused on your business. Built on an 
encrypted web services platform and completely integrated with Microsoft 
Dynamics NAV, users can easily enter data for authorization. Charges are 
automatically settled when sales orders are shipped or when a retail sale is 
completed. For LS Retail with NAV, use standard tender types to accept 
electronic payments. ChargeLogic comes fully functional for PIN pads, signature 
capture, check imaging, check verification, and check conversion.

ChargeLogic Payments
can process:
Credit Cards
Check Cards
Debit Cards
Gift Cards
EBT (Food Stamps/Cash Benefits)
Level II & III Purchase Cards
Electronic Checks
Check Verification

Easily process payments 
from Microsoft Dynamics NAV, 
E-commerce Sites, or LS Retail:
Sales/Service Orders
Sales/Service Invoices
Sales/Service Return Orders
Posted Sales/Service Invoices
Posted Sales/Service Credit Memos
Customer Cards
Cash Receipt Journal
LS Retail Point-of-Sale

Easy. ChargeLogic is completely integrated with NAV. 
ChargeLogic Payments eliminates the need for external hardware and software 
by bringing payment processing inside NAV. Through this integration, you get 
authorization approvals at the time an order is placed. The system automatically 
captures funds when an order is invoiced. For repeat customers, an assigned 
default credit card can be automatically authorized when an order is released to 
the warehouse, meaning that no extra steps are necessary to process credit card 
orders. ChargeLogic Payments automatically authorizes at the right time and 
settles at the right time. The result is faster, more accurate orders in less time.  

Secure. ChargeLogic keeps customer data safe.
ChargeLogic Payments is PCI compliant and routinely undergoes lengthy audits 
regulated by the PCI Security Standards Council. ChargeLogic Payments 
encrypts sensitive customer account information, while still allowing recently 
used credit cards to be on file for easy reference. ChargeLogic Payments 
provides Address Verification Service and Card Verification Value Matching, 
as well as a Fraud Protection Suite to help identify risky transactions before an 
order is shipped.

ChargeLogic Payments provides the security you and your customers expect. 
When used with Connect, ChargeLogic’ s cloud-based service, customers can 
leverage Secure Remote Storage to keep credit card data from ever being 
stored in NAV, increasing security and PCI compliance. You can be confident 
that your customers’ data is safe and that your business is protected.

Reliable. ChargeLogic processes every transaction, every time.
ChargeLogic Payments is completely integrated with NAV and directly connects 
with major payment processors in the U.S., Canada, and Europe. This single-
point connection cuts out middleware and eliminates the need to use third party 
 software. Fewer connections mean fewer delays and a speedy average
transaction time of two seconds or less! 

Customers have a smooth purchasing experience every time. An integrated 
solution increases the accuracy of transactions by eliminating duplicate data 
entry and reducing errors. ChargeLogic Payments gives you access to lower 
processing fees with Level II and III Purchase Cards, automatically transmitting 
the additional required data. Settlement options save you money by helping to 
make sure that every transaction qualifies for the lowest possible rates. Accurate 
transactions, reduced data entry, and integration with NAV save merchants 
time and money.
 
  

Process transactions right from Microsoft Dynamics NAV




